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ABSTRACT
Chatbots have proven useful in many other contexts to automate tasks and improve the user

experience, such as automated customer services, education, and e-commerce. Moreover, existing

reports emphasize that chatbot design will become a key ability in IT hires soon.

This report is focused on the development of a real-time interactive event management

chatbot assist students acquire information for upcoming events of their interests within or outside

university. Students can put their technical knowledge to the test by preparing and presenting events

or activities or, purchase merchandises or miscellaneous in UNIMAS based on their own interests

and the system will automatically matches to other users with similar views or opinions. The chatbot

system can empower students to put their technical knowledge to the test by preparing and presenting

events or activities and allows to purchase merchandises or miscellaneous in UNIMAS based on their

own interests and matches to other users with similar views or opinions. The proposed system can

also keep track of events or activities within local institutions or communities within local region.

This fully interactive recommendation chatbot system allows students to engage in a unique blend of

social interaction or events and academic discussion in their local geographic region or within

UNIMAS that matches user's preferences.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Title
A Real-time Interactive Event Management Chatbot

1.2 Introduction
This recommendation chatbot system assist students acquire information for upcoming events

of their interests within or outside university. Students can put their technical knowledge to

the test by preparing and presenting events or activities or, purchase merchandises or

miscellaneous in UNIMAS based on their own interests and the system will automatically

matches to other users with similar views or opinions. Chatbots have proven useful in many

other contexts to automate tasks and improve the user experience, such as automated

customer services, education, and e-commerce. Moreover, existing reports emphasize that

chatbot design will become a key ability in IT hires soon. [1]. A In addition, through this

fully interactive recommendation chatbot system participation allows students to engage in a

unique blend of social interaction or events and academic discussion in their local geographic

region or within UNIMAS that matches user's preferences. One of the common recommender

systems techniques is collaborative filtering (CF). The basic idea of CF is the extraction of

information about the old behaviour or opinions to user that exist in society, any elements

were expected that the current user of the system are likely to have willingness to be selected,

or similar to his taste [2].

1.3 Problem Statement
There is no current recommendation chatbot system for students to acquire information for

upcoming events within or outside university other than WhatsApp which can be hard to

track as too many messages coming in. In addition, students tend to overlook events of their

interests within university or outside institution on social struggles to acquire information of

events, activities, within student community and to local communities outside the institution

of their likings. There is no active current recommendation system that sells UNIMAS

merchandises or miscellaneous of their likings and provides privilege such as discount.
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1.4 Scope
Table 1.0: Scope

Target User UNIMAS Students, lecturers and staffs.

Programming languages 1. Java

2. PHP

3. MySQL

4. Python

5. C++

Software System Requirement Software

1. Sublime

2. XAMPP

3. LocalHost

Hardware

1. Laptop

2. PC

3. Tablet

System Features 1. User can upload their event’s poster or

information through Chatbot.

2. Chatbot can redirect user to find clubs or

activities, or events based on their own

interests.

3. Student can see list of posters or events

posted based on their likings.

4. Chatbot can redirect students to see

merchandises that they might like based

on their interests.

5. Chatbot can filter events that matches
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user’s preferences

6. Student can interact with the Chatbot.

7. Chatbot able to acquire real-time

information of event’s outside of

university.

1.5 Aims and Objectives
 This recommendation chatbot

system for UNIMAS students to acquire information for upcoming events of their

interests within or outside university.

 Students no need to rely on

WhatsApp to acquire information of upcoming events since it can be difficult

because of messages.

 To develop and design a system that student can have access to e-commerce of

UNIMAS miscellaneous of their own likings.

1.6 Brief Methodology
The methodology that being chose for this project is Waterfall Method. There are five

phases in this methodology which are:

1.6.1 Requirements Phase

At this phase, every possible requirement for the system that will be implemented is

assessed and defined in a requirement specification document.

1.6.2 Design Phase

 Throughout this phase, the required requirements from the first phase are assessed.

The system design is established once the data is analyzed. This system design

help in deciding on the overall system design as well as the hardware and software

system requirements.

1.6.3 Implementation Phase

 Unit testing and system testing are implemented to ensure a reliable system is

produced.
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1.6.4 Verification Phase

 After testing each unit developed throughout the implementation, phase, the entire

system is unified. After integration, the full system is examined for faults and

failures.

1.6.5 Maintenance Phase

 During this stage, small changes are made to improve the system developed during

implementation and maintenance tasks is performed. Bugs or errors are identified

that may have been overlooked during the testing phase.

1.7 Significance of Project
The significance of this project is to provide a real-time interactive event management

Chatbot system for the UNIMAS students acquire information for upcoming events within or

outside university based on their interests. The system can facilitate and ease those process

since it can be accessed if there is a stable internet connection and hardware devices that

connected to it. Hence, this proposed system can solve the problems and issues such as

student struggles to acquire information of events, activities, within student community and

to local communities outside the institution of their preferences.

1.8 Project Schedule

The project is expected to be completed within two semesters following the course

Final Year Project I and Final Year Project II.

Table 2.0: Schedule of each task for Final Year Project 1
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Figure 1:FYP1 Gantt Chart

Figure 2: Gantt Chart FYP2
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1.9 Expected outcomes
The expected outcome of this project is fully interactive recommendation system that serves

as a collaborative filtering application that assist students in findings information of

forthcoming events based on their interests and it can be accessed via personal computer,

laptop, and smartphones as it will bring benefit to all the students and lecturers in UNIMAS.

Besides, the system also can be used in a long-term period and have user-friendly interfaces.

The students can easily acquire information of events, activities, within student community

and to local communities outside the institution based on their own interests and likings that

matches user’s preferences. Recommender systems are considered as devices and

programming engineering organization that is utilized for generating advantages suggestion

to the users, as well as to help them in the procedure of decision making. [3]

1.10 Summary
To sum up, chapter 1 includes a clear understanding of this project. This is followed by

introduction of the project, problem statement, scope, objectives, methodology used,

significance of project and project schedule. The chapter concludes with the expected

outcome of this project.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

A literature review surveys books, scholarly articles, and any other

sources relevant to a particular issue, area of research, or theory, and by so

doing, provides a description, summary, and critical evaluation of these works

in relation to the research problem being investigated. Literature reviews are

designed to provide an overview of sources you have explored while

researching a particular topic and to demonstrate to your readers how your

research fits within a larger field of study [4].

Chapter 2 of the FYP 1 paper will provide a comparison of A Real-time

Interactive Event Management Chatbot with comparable existing systems, and to
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learn more about the similar system that currently exist, and it will assist the

development phase of the FYP2 project later. Along with analysing the current

existing system which is to carefully consider the technology and tools to create the

system, will be carry out later. This assists in directing us during the FYP2

development phase. This includes elements such as the required technology and

software to create a suitable system of this project with proportionate functionality

as current existing system.

2.2 Overview of Objectives
The objectives of a real-time interactive event management chatbot are to

provide users with a more efficient way to find clubs of their interests and users can

promote their events to students who have the same interests as well. The chatbot can

help to streamline the planning and execution of events by providing automated

reminders, notifications, and updates, as well as personalized responses to user

inquiries and finding people who have the same interests. Additionally, the chatbot

can provide personalized event recommendations and suggestions to users with the

same likings and provide real-time analytics of event data. By utilizing a chatbot for

event management, event organizers can save time, money, and resources, while

providing users with a more seamless and enjoyable experience.

The purpose of this chapter is to carefully analyze current existing system

comparable to this project which called A Real-time Interactive Event Management

Chatbot. The second objective is to develop the Real-time Interactive Event

Management tool itself, which will be done in Final Year Project 2, and the third

objective is to evaluate the efficacy of the chatbot tool that has been created, assessing

its functionality, and reviewing its performance.

2.3 Review on Similar Existing Web-Application

2.3.1ManyChat by Mikita Mikado

One example of a chatbot that can be used to manage events is ManyChat.

ManyChat is a chatbot platform that allows users to create and manage chatbots for their

websites, Facebook pages and mobile apps. It provides features such as automated messages,

conversations with customers, and the ability to create custom bot flows. It also has a
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mobile app that allows users to manage their chatbots on-the-go and to stay connected with

their customers. Additionally, ManyChat provides an API that allows users to integrate their

chatbots into their own websites. This chatbot can be used to manage events by providing

automated reminders, notifications, and updates; helping to process payments; providing

personalized event recommendations and suggestions; and providing real-time analytics of

event data. [5]

Dashboard in ManyChat allows businesses to view the status and activity of their

subscribers. This includes the total number of subscribers, new subscribers, and lost

subscribers. Additionally, businesses can filter subscribers by their status (Active,

Subscribed, or Unsubscribed) and segment them into lists. The dashboard also displays the

open and click rates of messages sent to subscribers. And now we are in ManyChat

Dashboard Home first tab which is Goals and Strategies. The Goals & Strategies dashboard

in ManyChat allows businesses to track their customer service and marketing performance.

This includes tracking metrics such as open rate, click rate, and engagement rate.

Additionally, businesses can set objectives and create campaigns to reach their goals. They

can also customize messages and create automated workflows to improve customer

experience.

Figure 3: ManyChat Dashboard Goals and Strategies Tab
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The Bot Overview dashboard in ManyChat allows businesses to view and
manage their automated customer service and marketing bots. This includes viewing
the total number of bots, the number of active bots, and the number of conversations.
Additionally, businesses can customize their bots by setting messages and
automated workflows. They can also track the performance of their bots by viewing
metrics such as open rate, click rate, and engagement rate.

Figure 4:ManyChat Dashboard Bot Overview Tab

The Metrics dashboard in ManyChat allows businesses to view their performance

metrics. This includes open rate, click rate, and engagement rate. Additionally, businesses

can view the total number of messages sent, the total number of subscribers, and the total

number of conversations. The dashboard also displays the total number of new subscribers

and the total number of lost subscribers.
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Figure 5:ManyChat Dashboard Metrics Tab

Manychat's Audience Dashboard is an online tool that provides users with an

overview of their audience's growth and engagement. It allows users to track their subscribers,

profile data, conversations, and more. The dashboard also provides insights into audience

engagement, such as which messages are the most effective, what content is resonating with

subscribers, and which features are driving the most conversions. Additionally, users can

customize their dashboard with custom widgets, such as the Live Chat Widget, to gain even

more in-depth insights into their audience. The Audience Dashboard also allows users to

filter and search their data to better understand their audience. This feature allows users to

filter their data by specific criteria, such as demographics, locations, or interests, so they can

better target their messages to their desired audiences.
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Figure 6: ManyChat Audience Dashboard

Figure 7:ManyChat Audience Dashboard Collaborative Filtering

Manychat's Growth Tool is an automated tool designed to help users grow their

audiences quickly and efficiently. It enables users to easily create custom URLs, QR codes,

and referral codes to share with their audience, as well as targeting options to ensure they

reach the right people. Additionally, the Growth Tool provides detailed analytics on the
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performance of campaigns, allowing users to optimize their strategies and maximize their

reach.

Figure 8:ManyChat Growth Tool Dashboard

Manychat allows users to import and export contacts from other services, such as

CSV, XLS, and TXT files. This feature allows users to quickly and easily add subscribers to

their ManyChat account, as well as export their contacts for use in other services.

Additionally, ManyChat also provides an API (Application Programming Interface) that

allows developers to integrate their applications with ManyChat, allowing users to sync their

contacts across multiple services.
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Figure 9:ManyChat Import Audience

Figure 10:ManyChat Export Audience

ManyChat's Events feature allows users to easily create and host webinars, allowing

them to engage with their audience in a more interactive and engaging way. Users can create

their webinar, set up their registration page, and then send out invitations to their audience.

The webinar can then be broadcasted on ManyChat and users can chat with each other in
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real-time. Additionally, users can also access analytics on the performance of their webinars,

allowing them to optimize their strategies and maximize their reach. In addition, ManyChat's

Events Dashboard allows users to filter and search their data to better understand their

audience. This feature allows users to filter their data by specific criteria, such as

demographics, locations, or interests, so they can better target their messages to their desired

audiences.

Figure 11:ManyChat Events Dashboard

2.3.2Chatbot.ai

Chatbot.ai was developed by a team of engineers and software developers from

IEEE, Harvard, and Cornell. The team is led by CEO and founder Shilpa Dhar, who has

experience in artificial intelligence and natural language processing. The team also includes

engineers with expertise in data science, machine learning, and computer engineering. [6]

One example of an existing chatbot that uses Python, Java, C++, MySQL, and PHP is

Chatbot.ai. This chatbot is an AI-powered virtual assistant that helps developers learn and

build applications using these programming languages. Chatbot.ai offers tutorials, code

snippets, and other resources to help users get the most out of their programming experience.
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Additionally, the chatbot can provide advice and support on debugging, testing, and other

topics related to coding. [7]

Figure 12:Chatbot.ai Dashboard

What differs between Chatbot.ai and ManyChat are that Chatbot.ai is a more complex

platform that provides an AI-driven chatbot creation tool, allowing you to create rules-based

chatbot conversations. ManyChat, on the other hand, is a more user-friendly platform that lets

you create chatbots using ready-made templates, using a drag-and-drop interface. ManyChat

also offers a range of marketing automation tools, such as lead generation and customer

segmentation. The similarities are that Chatbot.ai can filter and search using collaborative

filtering. It offers a range of features such as natural language processing (NLP) capabilities,

sentiment analysis, and recommendation systems. It also uses machine learning algorithms to

identify patterns in customer conversations and deliver personalized recommendations same

as ManyChat.
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Figure 13: Chatbot.ai Filter

2.3.3Table 3.0 for comparisons between Chatbots Application

Features ManyChat Chatbot.ai

Platform Complexity Low High

AI-Driven Chatbot
Creation

No Yes

Ready-Made
Templates

Yes No

Drag-and-Drop
Interface

Yes No

Marketing
Automation Tools

Yes No

Natural Language
Processing

Yes Yes

Sentiment Analysis Yes Yes


